
 
 

 

Return Law and Order to the Streets of New York in S.E.D.: 

Special Enquiry Detail®, Now on iPad from G5 

Entertainment 
  

Join the S.E.D. detectives to investigate a series of gruesome murders in New 

York!' 

  
San Francisco, California – December 17, 2015 – Are you a born detective? Then put your 

skills to the test with the riveting hidden object game S.E.D: Special Enquiry Detail®, now 

available on iPad! Join the famous S.E.D. Detectives Turino and Lamonte and help return law 

and order to the streets of New York. A series of sensational murders has turned the city 

upside down, from a bleeding portrait on a wall to a dead body found with a deer head. And 

that’s just the beginning…. Head to the crime scenes and show your sleuthing abilities. 

Search every nook and cranny, gather evidence, interrogate suspects and analyze forensic 

material in the advanced crime lab. Be painstakingly diligent as even the tiniest hair could 

help solve these dreadful crimes. Prove that you are a real Sherlock Holmes and plunge into 

this riveting hidden object game! Download the new iPad version of S.E.D.: Special Enquiry 

Detail today on the App Store and bring the killers to justice! 

  

The game is developed and published on the App Store by G5 Entertainment AB (NASDAQ 

OMX: G5EN). 

  

''Key Features:'' 

  

 Six uniquely horrific cases to crack, with many more to come via free updates 

 Over 30 unsettling crime scenes to investigate  

 14 thrilling mini-games to master  

 25 collections to gather for bonuses and awards, plus more on the way  

 An Interactive Detective Case Board for organizing clues  

 Regular free updates with loads of new content 

  

For additional information please contact: Olga Omelchenko, PR Manager, 

olga.omelchenko@g5e.com 

 

G5 Entertainment AB (publ) (G5) is a developer and publisher of high quality downloadable 

games for iOS, Android, Kindle Fire, Mac, and Windows devices. G5 develops and publishes 

games that are family-friendly, easy to learn, and targeted at the widest audience of 

experienced and novice players. G5's portfolio includes a number of popular games like Farm 

Clan™, Survivors: The Quest®, Mahjong Journey®, The Secret Society®, Virtual City®, 

Special Enquiry Detail® and Supermarket Mania®. G5 Entertainment AB (publ) is listed on 

Nasdaq Stockholm since 2014. 
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